
March 4. 2022 

Exhibitions March 16 – May 18 

March Exhibitions and Events 

The VPAG is looking forward to our upcoming Exhibitions launching on March 17th  

Among these unique and varied Exhibitions are pieces by talented individual Artist as well as sections 
derived from collaborating artists and collections, such as:  

#techboyz is a series of paintings that bring together different strategies and techniques to express 
Kocsis’s relationship towards the subject of everyday life for young adults. Capturing a special moment in 
time where they regain a sense of freedom after long periods of isolation, she brings together different 
strategies and techniques to express her relationship to the subject formally and conceptually. 
  
Art from the Heart is the annual exhibition by elementary students from School District No.22. Their 
artwork delights viewers with their creativeness under the guidance of their art teacher. 
Art and Soul is made up of artwork created from School District No.22 displaying a maturity of handling 
various mediums and more importantly, demonstrating a strong conceptual approach. 

The opening reception for these Exhibitions will be held on March 17th from 6:00-8:00 PM at the Vernon 

Public Art Gallery. The gallery will be checking vaccine passports for this reception.  

Upcoming Events 

Katie Green’s Behind the Mask is a community project where participants are lead through a series of 

workshops where masks will be created through an intimate, storytelling process, creating an experience, 

rather than existing in separation. Participants will then be photographed wearing their masks in a setting 

of their choosing. In the end photographs will be included in an exhibition at the VPAG. Representing our 

marginalized citizens in a positive vision surrounding the notion that they are communicating from 

“Behind the Mask”.  (Pictures and additional information will be provided at a later time) 
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